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This article considers the effect of initial ion energy and quadrupole rod length on transmission
percentage of ions through the mass filter for a computer simulation of the quadrupole mass
analyzer. It also examines the effect of aperture for the mass filter with sinusoidal rf ac and rf ac
with harmonics. ©1997 American Vacuum Society.@S0734-2101~97!03904-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quadrupole mass spectrometers~QMSs! are widely used
in both industry and research for fast accurate analysis of
and vapors. An example of how a QMS may be used is
semiconductor fabrication plant as a residual gas analyze
description of the QMS and its operation is available in
scientific literature1,2 and is not repeated here. The QMS co
tains basically three elements;~i! ion source,~ii ! mass filter,
and ~iii ! ion detector. Much experimental work is reporte3

but very little has been written on the modeling of the ma
filter.

Ma and Taylor4 provided a Turbo-PASCAL program fo
solving the Mathieu equation in two dimensions for a fin
quadrupole mass filter. The program runs under DOS o
PC and is available from the authors.5 It includes error han-
dling and data handling routines. The program can be
vided into three parts:

~i! ion trajectory determination,
~ii ! generation of a stability diagram, and
~iii ! transmission analysis.

Each of the three options work independently. The progr
uses a fourth-order Runge–Kutta numerical approxima
to solve the Mathieu equation. The effect of rf magnitu
and initial phase angle of the alternating voltage on ion tra
mission through the mass filter were studied. The geom
of the quadrupole, i.e.,x, y, z directions and aperture
angles, are defined in Fig. 1. Calculation of ion transmiss
by successive determination of ion trajectories in thex and
y directions was examined. The rf phase angle was varie
one degree steps over the range 0°–360°. The percen
transmission in thex andy directions, i.e., distance travele
along the filter in percent for the varying phase was cal
lated using the program. The results show the following:

~i! Ion transmission probability depends upon the ph
of the rf wave form at the time of injection into th
QMS mass filter.

~ii ! Radio frequency phase has a greater effect upon
trajectory in one direction than in the other.
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~iii ! Ions injected at different values of rf phase which a
unstable and not transmitted through the mass fi
are not all equally unstable. The implication is th
shorter mass filters, smallerN ~whereN is the number
of rf voltage cycles applied to the quadruple len!,
may allow ions to be transmitted which for a long
filter, largerN, would be outside the stability regio
@see Eq.~9!#.

A simulated mass spectrum of 100 ions with mass
amu, the rf varying between 120 and 124 V in 200 m
increments, for a fixed ratio of direct to alternating voltag
predicts a mass peak at 122 V. There was sharp drop on
high mass side of the peak and a long tail on the low m
side. This result is repeated experimentally and so canno
an artefact. Ma and Taylor studied the effect of differe
length mass filters. They found that as the effective length
the quadrupole increased the resolution of the mass p
improved and forN . 200@see Eq.~9!# the results are indis-
tinguishable from a mass filter whereN tends towards infin-
ity.

In this article we investigate more aspects of the progr
developed and look at the dependence of the percen
transmission of ions on initial ion energy and quadrupole
length. Dawson6 considered aperture sizes for the mass fil
and examined the dependence of transmission percenta
a function of initial phase angle. A matrix technique w
used to solve the Mathieu equation for an infinitely lo
filter. In this article aperture angle will be examined. Io
will be considered moving with initial velocities parallel t
the axis of the mass filter. Dawson summed his transmiss
of ions through these aperture angles, whereas we shall
sider percentage transmission over all possible phase an
for fixed entrance aperture angles. Considered also is
effect of increasing the harmonic content of the rf wa
form. Harmonics are present in all experimental wave form
The higher frequency content is of particular interest es
cially with square waves for operation of high frequen
miniature quadrupole mass filters.7 Using Fourier series, the
program described in Ref. 4 has been modified to allow
trajectory simulation for excitation of the mass filter by s
nusoids of varying frequency and amplitude.
il:
22765(4)/2276/6/$10.00 ©1997 American Vacuum Society
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II. BACKGROUND THEORY

The mass filter of the QMS selects ions with certa
charge to mass ratios through the application of direct
alternating electromagnetic fields to the electrodes of
mass spectrometer. For given values of these fields ions
either pass through the filter or will collide with the rods
the quadrupole, giving a charge to the mass selection sys
for the ions. The electrodes of the quadrupole mass filter
in general assumed to be hyperbolic though in real analy
cylindrical rods are often used. The potential distribution
the ideal mass filter is given by

f~x,y,z!5f0

x22y2

2r 0
2 , ~1!

wherex andy are the directions defined in Fig. 1 andr 0 is
the inscribed radius of the filter. This potential satisfi
Laplace’s equation and is invariant in thez direction, the
major axis of the mass filter.

Consider next the motion of an ion, with chargee and
massm under the influence of a time varying potentialf0 ,
in thex andy directions. For the ideal mass filter operation
combination of direct (U) and alternating voltages (V) is
chosen and applied to opposite rods such that

f05U2V cos~2p f t !, ~2!

wheref is the frequency of the rf voltage. Thus the equatio
of motion in thex,y, andz directions are

d2x

dt2
1S e

mr0
2D ~U2V cosvt !x50, ~3!

d2y

dt2
2S e

mr0
2D ~U2V cosvt !y50, ~4!

d2z

dt2
50, ~5!

FIG. 1. This diagram shows the geometry of the ideal quadrupole mass fi
The aperture radius and the aperture angle are measured in thex–y plane.
The z axis is the major axis of the mass lens.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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au5ax52ay5
4eU

mv2r 0
2 , ~6!

qu5qx52qy5
2eV

mv2r 0
2 . ~7!

Equations~3! and~4!, with j 5 vt/2, can be rewritten as the
general form of the Mathieu equation,

d2u

dj2
1~au22qu cos 2j!u50. ~8!

We can see from Eq.~8! that the trajectory of the ion de
pends on the phase anglej at which the ion enters the ana
lyzer. Solution of Eq.~8!, for suitable boundary condition
exactly determines the path the ion takes through the id
quadrupole. Analytic solutions to Eq.~8! exist for an infinite
length mass filter. Solving Eq.~8! for finite length quadru-
pole requires a numerical solution.

The effective ‘‘length’’ of the quadrupole analyzer
given by the number of rf cycles experienced by the i
during its transit through the analyzer. This is given by

N5
f l

vz
, ~9!

where f is the frequency of the rf voltage,l is the length of
the quadrupole rods, andvz is the initial velocity of the ion
in the z direction. If the ion experiences an obstruction-fr
path over the definedN, it is said to be stable within this
length. Conversely, an ion that is unstable strikes the rod
the mass filter.

III. RESULTS: THE EFFECT OF INITIAL ION
ENERGY AND ANALYZER LENGTH ON
TRANSMISSION

The effect of initial ion energy on the percentage tran
mission of ions was studied through the simulated quad
pole analyzer. The effective lengthN appears as a paramet
in the program simulation and, as stated earlier, depe
upon initial ion velocity, frequency of the rf applied to th
rods, and the quadrupole mass analyzer length. The in
energy of the ion can be varied throughN since the kinetic
energy has a direct relationship with the velocity of the i
as given by Eq.~10!.

The input energy of the ion is given by the nonrelativis
form for the kinetic energyE0 ,

E05
1

2
mvz

25
1

2
mS f lN D 2, ~10!

wherem equals the mass of the ion andvz is the velocity of
the ion initially in thez direction. The initial velocity of the
ion in thex andy directions was taken to be zero.

The simulation was run for 360 N2
1 ions with a phase

angle starting at 0° and incrementing by 1° for each cyc
The initial energy was varied throughN, the effective num-
ber of rf cycles applied to the rods of the quadrupole. T
coordinates for the ion were 0.3 mm in thex direction and

r.
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0.3 mm in they direction. The inscribed field radiusr 0
within the quadrupole rods was taken to be 2.75 mm.

As N was varied it was shown by the simulation resu
that ions with larger initial energy have a higher probabil
of passing through the mass filter undeflected. Figure
shows the percentage of ions traversing the analyzer ag
initial ion energy and illustrates this point.

To vary the length of the quadrupole rods in the simu
tion requires us to again change the value ofN, the number
of rf cycles applied to the analyzer. Equation~9! shows how
N varies with l , the quadrupole rod length. Figure 3 show
the transmission percentage of nitrogen ions N2

1 for initial

FIG. 2. The simulated percentage transmission of ions through the m
filter is shown plotted against initial ion energy measured in electron vo
The dc supply to the quadrupole rods was taken to be 20.5 V and
amplitude of the rf voltage was set at 123.5 V with a frequency of 2 MH
The coordinates for the ion injection were 0.3 mm in thex direction and 0.3
mm in they direction. The inscribed field radiusr 0 within the mass filter
rods was taken to be 2.75 mm.

FIG. 3. The simulated percentage transmission of ions through the m
filter is shown plotted against quadrupole rod length for ions with ini
energy of 1 and 2 eV, respectively. The dc supply to the mass filter
taken to be 20.5 V and the amplitude of the rf voltage was set at 123
with a frequency of 2 MHz, as in Fig. 1. Again the injection points of t
ions was taken to be 0.3 mm in thex direction and 0.3 mm in they
direction. The inscribed field radiusr 0 was 2.75 mm.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1997
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energies of 1 and 2 eV with the variation of the length of t
quadrupole rods. All other parameters in the simulation w
kept the same, as for Fig. 2. Figure 3 illustrates that
percentage ion transmission decreases for a longer qua
pole rod analyzer length.

After running the simulation it was found that nitroge
gas ions passed through the mass filter only with ph
angles around 90° and 270°. This is important in the des
of a QMS. In the case of nitrogen ions preferentially inject
into the mass filter at phase angles 90° and 270° of th
supply, this would lead to maximum transmission charac
istics of the instrument.

IV. INVESTIGATION OF THE APERTURE ON
TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY

A. Sinusoidal wave forms

The variation of aperture on the transmission probabi
will be considered for a rf voltage which is sinusoidal~the
usual case!. The aperture angle is measured from thex axis
as shown in Fig. 4.

The voltage conditions and the frequency of the rf pote
tial remained the same. The velocity of the ions in thex and
y directions was initially taken to be zero.N was fixed at 38
and the point of injection varied. Cylindrical polar coord
nates (r ,u,z) were used to parameterize the variation of t
injection position of the ion. In Fig. 5 the plot shows pe
centage transmission of ions against the point of injecti
i.e., aperture radiusr and aperture angleu. The initial posi-
tion of the ion on thez axis ~the axis of the mass filter!, was
taken to be zero. Asr increases from 0.9 to 2.5 mm, percen
age transmission falls for each aperture angle. For fixedr the
percentage transmission was found to be the same foru50°,
45°, 135°, 180°, 225°, and 315°~group A in Fig. 5!. This is
shown as one curve. In addition atu590° and 270°, the

ss
.
e
.

ss
l
s
V

FIG. 4. This figure illustrates how the aperture angleu is measured. The
diagram is a cross section of the mass filter. Thez axis of the quadrupole is
perpendicular to the plane of the paper.
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percentage transmission was also the same, for fixer
~group B in Fig. 5!. This again is shown as one curve.

Injection angles ofu515°, 30°, 60°, and 75° were als
investigated, curves C–F in Fig. 5 show the results. T
coincident aperture angle curves reveal symmetries of
system. It is clear that only the first quadrant of the m
filter need to be examined for transmission probability.
should be noted that 100% transmission occurs only w
360 nitrogen ions have passed successfully in the simula
Usually the number of ions which is transmitted is less th
this.

To summarize, the results of the entrance aperture co
tions on percentage transmission of ions in the simula
shows the following:

~i! Ion transmission characteristics are symmetrical ab
the x andy axes.

~ii ! The percentage transmission is larger if the apert
radiusr is small, i.e., closer to thez axis, as opposed
to injection coordinates further away from the cent

~iii ! At aperture angle 90°~or 270°!, and a radius of 0.1
mm, 100% of the ions were transmitted through t
simulated mass filter.

The aperture angles are important to the design of fu
QMSs. A lens system might be constructed so that the i
could be injected into the mass filter at certain apert
angles to give maximum transmission characteristics.

The next point that will be considered is the addition
harmonics to the rf component applied to the quadrup
rods in the simulation. This will be examined in Sec. IV B

FIG. 5. The figure shows the simulated percentage of ions successfully t
mitted, plotted against aperture radius. The curves are labeled A–F an
certain aperture angles, the plots are coincident. Group A represents c
dent curves for the following aperture angles: 0°, 45°, 135°, 180°, 225°,
315°. Group B represents coincident curves for aperture angles: 90°
270°. Group C represents an aperture angle of 15°. Group D represen
aperture angle of 30°. Group E represents an aperture angle of 60°. Gro
represents an aperture angle of 75°.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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B. Addition of harmonics

An interesting variation of using sinusoidal voltage is
use square wave rf on the quadrupole rods. This can be m
eled simply by replacing the sine wave component of Eq.~2!
by a Fourier expansion of the rectangular wave form acco
ing to Eq.~11!

F~ t !5
4

p
@sin 2p f t1 1

3 sin 2p~3 f t !1 1
5 sin 2p~5 f t !1•••#.

~11!

The dc potential is still assumed to be applied to the qu
rupole system. This will naturally add harmonics to the s
tem since at some point it will be necessary to truncate
expression. Expanding the square wave one notices that
odd number harmonics enter the series. To simulate the m
filter with square wave rf we included a certain number
harmonics entering the differential equation. The differen
equation can again be solved numerically using fourth-or
Runge–Kutta. It is instructive to compare the effect of usi
harmonics in the rf wave form with the pure sine wave. Fi
it is necessary to look at the comparison on the effect of
aperture using the harmonic approximation to the rectang
wave form.

For sine wave with the third harmonic the first key featu
is that for aperture angles 0°, 15°, and 45° the transmiss
percentage of ions is the same. In Fig. 6 the results for 3
60°, 75°, and 90° are shown along with the coincident cur
for 0°, 15°, and 45°.

The curves shown follow approximately an inverse squ
law. At 90° maximum transmission is achieved with th
minimum for 0°, 15°, and 45°. For aperture angle 75°,
comparison between the various orders of harmonics fr
third up to seventh inclusive was made. A plot of this
given in Fig. 7.

The sensitivity goes down as more harmonics are ad
compared with the sine wave~given in Fig. 8!, the decrease
in sensitivity is quite dramatic. However, a comparison b
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d
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FIG. 6. The simulated percentage of ions transmitted through the mass
is plotted against the aperture radius. The series of curves shows the v
tion of transmission percentage with aperture angle.
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tween the percentage transmission against aperture radius
approximate square wave excitation of the mass filter at a
aperture angle of 75° with the sinusoidal rf at 30° shows
slightly better performance in the sensitivity of the squar
wave. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.

FIG. 7. Simulated percentage transmission of ions is plotted against apert
radius for various harmonic inclusions. The curves show the effect of usin
increasingly more accurate approximations to the square wave rf volta
applied to the mass filter rods. Curve B shows the sine wave rf with the thi
harmonic. Curve C shows the sine wave rf with the third and fifth harmon
ics. Curve D shows the sine wave rf with the third, fifth, and seventh ha
monics.

FIG. 8. The curves shown illustrate the difference between the sinusoidal
voltage and the square wave approximation on the simulated transmiss
percentage vs aperture radius. The aperture angle was taken to be 75°. C
A shows the pure sine wave rf. Curve B shows the sine wave rf with th
third harmonic. Curve C shows the sine wave rf with the third and fifth
harmonics. Curve D shows the sine wave rf with the third, fifth, and seven
harmonics.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1997
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V. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The simulation results indicate that ions with larger init
velocity or energy have a higher probability of passi
through the quadrupole. Ions which pass through a sho
mass filter have a higher percentage transmission as c
pared with a longer quadrupole. Both investigations sh
that the smaller the time the ions spent in the analyzer,
greater the probability of transmission. In the aperture st
ies, the closer an ion is injected to the center of the axis
the electromagnetic field, the greater the probability of
ion passing through the quadrupole. Maximum transmiss
of ions occurred for aperture angles of 90° and 270°. T
addition of harmonics to the rf voltage in the form of a Fo
rier expanded square wave gives a reduced sensitivity in
operation of the simulated mass filter compared with
usual sinusoidal wave form. For comparisons of certain d
ferent aperture angles it has been shown that the mass filt
more sensitive to square wave excitation than to sine wav
voltage. However, it is clearly seen that there is a possibi
of operating the QMS with rectangular wave forms as o
posed to sine wave rf voltage. This may be particularly a
vantageous when high frequency miniature quadrupoles
used. In this case, the generation of high frequency squ
wave forms using application specific integrated electron
in the proximity of the QMS mass filter would be possib
with an associated reduction in cost and improvement in
liability.
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FIG. 9. The plots show the simulated percentage transmission against
ture radius for ions injected at aperture angle 30° in curve A with sinuso
rf and ions injected at 75° in curve B with approximate square wave rf~sine
wave with the third, fifth, and seventh harmonics!.
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